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Funny, light and heartwarming! This flick is truly one of the best films of all time and stands out as one of my favorites. Packed with many of my friends it just made us fall in love with these characters all over again. It was very clever how the entire plot was written and constructed. Each and every element
has a well planned purpose and flow. The dialogue, well written in a humorous, yet related to the main theme, makes this movie fresh and unique. The story is the most heart touching I ever heard and also that scene in the hospital when Dinesh says goodnight to his mother and she gives away her ring while
saying that it should go to the one he loves? It was the most heart touching and touching moment I ever heard.Watching this movie was like reliving my college days. My friends and I were never happier. I am now officially calling this the best comedy! I am a sucker for a good movie. And this is easily one of
the best movies I've seen. It was a wonderful blend of comedy, romance, drama, and much more. One of the best romance movies I have ever seen, I give this movie a 10 on a 10-scale!!! A new voice, a new genre. A fresh take on a familiar face - that of the best college friend. 'Jee Chahta Hai' is one of those
rare gems that changes the way you look at life. The twist in the tale is not just a reversal of fortune but a reversal of the entire narrative of human values and expectations. This is a rare fusion that cannot be matched anywhere else in the world. It is easy to see why 'Jee Chahta Hai' is the most popular Tamil

movie of the decade. 5ec8ef588b
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